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Abstract
The long-term operation experience in drilling rigs since 2004 with ABB’s gearless Azipod CZ thrusters
was discussed in detail on Dynamic Positioning Conference (DPC) papers in 2011 [1] and 2014 [2]. This
successful experience with extended maintenance interval was the base for the development of a new
thruster series, Azipod D, which was launched in April 2015.
The new gearless thruster series still use the well proven main components, such as bearings and seals,
but it introduces new system level solutions bringing several major improvements such as: more power
(up to 7MW) and thrust, faster under water (UW) mounting and demounting, lower weight for lifting,
better condition monitoring, lower investment cost and lower maintenance cost. This paper explains in
detail these new major improvements on gearless thrusters and how they have been tested and verified.

Introduction
The first vessel with ABB’s azimuthing gearless thruster, Azipod®, was launched in 1990. It was
icebreaking waterway service vessel Seili with one 1.5 MW thruster unit. Today the total installed Azipod
power reaches over 4,000 MW while the largest units have shaft power up to 22 MW. First installations
of ducted gearless thrusters, sixteen Azipod CZ thrusters, were made for two drilling rigs in 2005. These
thrusters are UW mountable type.

The first ever Azipod thruster installation on the icebreaking vessel in 1990 and the first drilling rig delivery in 2005

The unique feature in podded thrusters (such as Azipod thruster) is the electric propulsion motor installed
directly on the propeller shaft in the underwater azimuthing part. Thus the power train is gearless and has
minimum amount of rotating components with mechanical contact, namely: thrust bearing (non-drive
end), propeller bearing (drive-end) and shaft seal as visualised in the following picture.
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Highlighted (red) parts from the left in Azipod D; thrust bearing, propeller bearing and shaft seal assemblies

Development of the new compact size thruster series: Azipod D
The new Azipod D thruster series includes five frame sizes and covers the power range from 2 MW to 7
MW. It was developed to succeed and extend the original medium power Azipod C series. The design of
Azipod D series were started from clean table to be able to combine the best experience from both
medium power range Azipod C series as well as high power (up to 22 MW) Azipod X and Azipod V
products that are global market leaders in cruise and icebreaking vessels.

Azipod D series covers both open propeller pulling units, Azipod DO, and ducted pushing thrusters,
Azipod DZ. These DO and DZ products share the same active components and technical solutions only
difference being hull shape, propeller type (non-ducted vs. ducted) and UW mounting specific structures.
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Open propeller Azipod DO and ducted Azipod DZ share the same technical solutions

Azipod D motor technology: more power, less cost
In the heart of Azipod D motor technology is the new hybrid cooling system, which combines both
passive sea water cooling and active air cooling. Passive cooling means that stator outer surface cools
directly to the sea water thru its steel casing – similar to Azipod C series. Active air cooling is additional
forced air circulation inside the pod unit thru rotor and stator inner surface, which is similar to high-power
Azipod products.
The hybrid cooling system improves the cooling significantly enabling the increase in the power rating of
the propulsion motor, compared to Azipod C, while still remaining within the same temperature limits. As
the propulsion motor is the most expensive single component of Azipod thruster, the higher rating of the
motor allows also the lower cost per MW for the whole thruster. Hybrid cooling requires an inboard
cooling air unit (CAU) increasing slightly the onboard footprint of Azipod D in thruster room compared
to Azipod C.

Schematics of Azipod D hybrid cooling system.
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Azipod D series is available with both traditional induction motor and higher-performance permanent
magnet (PM) motor. The most suitable motor alternative for each vessel can be selected case-by-case,
depending mainly of the required power and also of the owner preferences.
Azipod D thruster range includes also 1600 mm diameter motor size, which increases the maximum
power to 7 MW, compared to maximum 4.7 MW power of C series, which is available up to 1400 mm
motor diameter. The 1600 mm motor diameter have been previously used in Azipod V products installed
in icebreaking vessels. The table below highlights the power increase from hybrid cooling vs. passive sea
water cooling as well as the larger frame size. On average, the hybrid cooling increases power about 20 %
from the same frame size.
Comparison of ducted Azipod DZ and CZ frame sizes and nominal powers

Frame size (motor diameter in mm)
980
1100 (new)
1250
1400
1600 (new)

Azipod DZ
2.3 MW
3.1 MW
4.2 MW
5.5 MW
7.0 MW

Azipod CZ
1.9 MW
3.3 MW
4.7 MW
-

Drive and Motor
The drive and motor for the larger Azipod D frames are increased from low voltage (690 Volts, 3 phase)
to medium voltage (3000 Volts, 3 phase) to keep the current low and cabling size reasonable.

Bearings
The long-term operation experience with Azipod C bearings have been excellent so the same types and
arrangements are used in Azipod D slewing, thrust and propeller bearings. Slewing and propeller bearings
are grease lubricated. Thrust bearing contains small amount of oil – in safety within the bearing unit, so it
is virtually impossible to leak out to the sea – its level is continuously monitored and oil samples can be
taken. In addition, redundant vibration sensors are installed in the propeller and thrust bearings, enabling
the advanced condition monitoring of these components.

Shaft seal
Azipod D shaft seal arrangement is similar to Azipod C units; primary face seal (sea water lubricated), air
chamber and two back-up lip seals. The air chamber is continuously monitored and is drained if needed.
This seal arrangement fulfils the Vessel General Permit (VGP) even if non-EAL lubricant is used for
back-up lip seals.
The shaft seal is designed for 10 years operation in DP vessels. In case of primary (face) seal failure, the
excepted lifetime with back-up lips is still 2.5 years – providing sufficient time to repair the seal with
divers or change the thruster.

Domeless UW-mounting solution: saves space and time
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Traditional solution to enable UW change-out/change-in feature for a thruster is to use large domes
installed on thruster outboard part and on vessel side to fill the hole left by change-out thruster. See the
pictures below.

Azipod CZ thruster with dome during UW mounting and the corresponding larger dome in the vessel thruster room

Azipod CZ1400L with inner and outer dome

While UW change-out solution with two large domes is rather simple and straight forward, the downside
is large space needed for the domes on-board and heavy weight of the domes requiring specific lifting
arrangements in the thruster room.
For Azipod DZ, new “domeless” UW mounting procedure was developed. Instead of two large domes, it
uses eight small flanges; four flanges on thruster side and four, slightly larger in diameter, on the vessel
side. Weight of an individual flange is only a fraction of large dome and they can be lifted and installed
by hands quickly without any special lifting arrangement.
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The domeless solution saves considerable amount of space on-board the vessel, which can be benefit to
certain vessel designs. It also saves time as the light flanges are fast to handle and the amount of piping
and electrical cables that needs to be disconnected during the UW mounting is smaller.

Maintainability: easy and fast maintenance
Azipod DZ is designed for 10-year overhaul intervals in typical DP use and for easy and fast
maintenance. The unit can be overhauled by ABB service team in any proper workshop or in dry-dock
below vessel typically within 48 hours. This includes replacement of the main components; shaft seal,
slewing seal, propeller bearings and thrust bearing. If slewing bearing is changed as well, the duration
increases to 72 hours.

Azipod D units are designed for fast 48h overhaul in dry-dock conditions

Even in normal 10-year major overhaul, there’s no need to open up the whole propulsor further or remove
the shaftline. The electric motor itself is designed for vessel lifetime. The components in Azipod room are
accessible without dry-docking and majority can be changed easily by the vessel crew on-board.

Condition monitoring system
Azipod D is fitted with all necessary condition motoring sensors as a standard. All signals are gathered
into a single field bus interface which is easily plugged into condition monitoring and automation system
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on-board. Condition monitoring provides necessary data to (i) mitigate the risk of critical component
failures and (ii) plan ahead the activities on scheduled maintenances.

Schematics of condition monitoring system

Verification of the Azipod D design
While the innovation in Azipod D is mostly about combining the best proven solutions from the existing
Azipod propulsor fleet, the hybrid cooling system – and increased power output therefore – were seen as a
critical new combination of existing technologies. Thus ABB decided to mitigate any risk in motor design
by building a full-scale prototype Azipod D thruster. The full propulsor was built at ABB factory in
Shanghai and tested in a water filled test tank. The Azipod thruster was run with several test setups
including, for example: rated power, overpower, air cooling-off mode, etc. tests.
The test verified the rated power available from the Azipod D motor while remaining within the
temperature limits specified by the classification societies. The prototype unit was fully classified by
DNV GL so it can be used as a spare unit and installed on a vessel if needed.
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Building phase of the prototype test setup. Tank was built around the thruster and filled with water.

Prototype motor was run with continuous overpower and temperatures were measured with 40 sensors.

Conclusion
New Azipod D thruster design is based on 25 years of experience with pod design and operation and it
incorporates the best proven technologies from previous Azipod products. Ducted Azipod DZ thrusters
are designed for 10 years overhaul intervals in DP operation and have fast and easy maintenance. New
hybrid cooling system increases the motor power about 20 % compared to previous Azipod CZ thrusters
with the same size, it supports the use larger motors up to 7 MW of power, and it enables to use both
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permanent magnet and induction motors. The hybrid cooling system, propulsion motor, auxiliary devices
and propulsor assembly have been verified by extensive full-scale prototype test and DNV GL
classification.
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